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Davidoff releases Discovery pipe range for
aficionados

By Jas Ryat on September, 21 2016  |  Spirits & Tobacco

Davidoff has taken inspiration from its founder Zino Davidoff’s pioneering spirit to bring new tastes
and experiences to modern pipe aficionados. Master blenders have created the Discovery pipe
tobaccos from Brazil, Argentina and Malawi and presented them in elegant pouches.

The Davidoff Discovery pipes are made from briar-wood from Calabria – the burlwood of the White
Heath Tree, typically found around the Mediterranean. The briar root becomes tight and dense
through age, enabling it to resist the heat of lighted tobacco and the juices produced while smoking it.
The briar is handcrafted and dried for 10 years. It is then made in Germany and comes in a sleek
matte design with a ring crafted in a tinted yellow, orange and red. 

Charles Awad, Senior Vice President of Global Marketing & Innovation at Oettinger Davidoff AG,
explained: “These handcrafted modern Davidoff Discovery pipes, combined with exotic Discovery pipe
blends, are an invitation to explore and discover. They are the perfect gift for a pipe aficionado or for
oneself to enjoy. The pipes' craftsmanship will delight aficionados seeking to fill their time beautifully
with exciting pipe blends and rituals. An important thing to remember is that the enjoyment is to be
found in the journey – not necessarily the destination.”

The Davidoff Discovery Pipe Tobacco blends are available in the following flavors:

Yellow Brazil – Mild and Fruity: A blend consisting of double-fermented Black Cavendish in
combination with Brazil ripe and matured flue-cured Virginia tobaccos in different cuts. A brilliant
mixed appearance, which is topped with a mild and fresh, fruity note.
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Orange Argentina – Medium and Honey: A blend contrasting in appearance created from double-
fermented Black Cavendish and Argentina ripe flue-cured Virginia tobaccos added with a pleasant
honey flavor.

Red Malawi – Strong and Vanilla: A unique combination of Malawi mature Burley and Malawi ripe
flue-cured Virginia blended with Danish dark Cavendish. Hand-blended with original sun-cured
Mexican vanilla, famous for its fine, sweet taste.
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This Davidoff Discovery pipe tobacco and pipe line will be launched in three different black pouches
and pipe shapes. They will be available worldwide (USA excluded) at Davidoff flagship stores, Davidoff
depositaries and global travel retail stores starting in October 2016.

 


